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 US Treasuries continued to rally as fears of a potential trade war and its 
detrimental economic effect caused a further rotation into lower-risk assets, 
with Atlanta Fed President and FOMC voting member Bostic suggesting 
that he could rule out a fourth rate hike in 2018 if the developing trade war 
worsened. On average, yields fell 1.69 bps. 

 German bund yields continued to fall as a resolution regarding EU 
migration lowered the risk to the current German coalition government. The 
10-year's yield fell to 0.302% (-3.5 bps WoW), while on average, yields fell 
3.42 bps WoW. 

 Japanese government bond yields rose slightly after the release of 
stronger-than-expected economic data. May unemployment came in at 
2.2% (market expectation: 2.5%), while industrial production grew 4.2% 
YoY, above expectations of 3.6%. On average, yields rose 0.35 bps WoW. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 US GDP Annualized QoQ was 2.0%, down from 2.2% last period.. 
 US initial jobless claims was 227k, up from 218k last period. 
 German IFO Index was 101.8, down from 102.2 previously. 

 Global oil prices jumped despite OPEC's June 22 agreement to 
increase production by an estimated 600,000 barrels per day, driven 
by expectations that the increase would be insufficient to restore 
balance in the oil market. This expectation was exacerbated by US 
pressure on its allies to end all imports of Iranian oil by November 4 of 
this year, an action that could remove an estimated 1.5 million barrels 
per day of oil from the market. Brent crude was up 5.15% WoW to 
USD79.44/bbl, while WTI crude shot up 8.12% WoW to 
USD74.15/bbl. 

 US equities continued their downward trajectory as persistent trade 
war jitters weighed down on stocks. There were partial recovery 
within the week due to bargain-hunting, but this was capped by 
trade-related uncertainty. The S&P 500 ended at 2,718.37 (-0.89% 
WoW) while the DJIA closed at 24,271.41 (-2.03% WoW). 

 European equities declined for the second straight week as trade 
war talks dominated headlines. Equities failed to close in the green 
despite EU leaders knocking out an agreement on migration. MSCI 
Europe closed at 128.08 (-1.04% WoW). 

 Asian equities were battered by President Trump's continued trade 
rhetoric against China. The 50 bps reserve requirement cut by China 
to combat the effects of tighter trade conditions failed to uplift market 
sentiment. The MSCI APxJ closed at 539.08 (-2.08% WoW).  

Concerns about the trade war and its implications on global growth saw equity markets continue their underperformance and most 
bond yields rise slightly.  Global oil prices shot up after US pressure on its allies to cut all oil imports from Iran would take more 
supply off the market, exacerbating expectations of a supply shortage despite OPEC's agreed-upon increase in oil production in the 
prior week. 
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The local stock market rose on the back of bargain hunting and a quarter-end net foreign buying. Similarly, local fixed income yields 
fell on favorable sentiment in light of the rejected reissuance and overseas fixed income markets. Nonetheless, the peso continues to 
weaken, reflecting investor concerns over the current account deficit and BSP policy actions. 
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 The Philippine peso marginally weakened week-on-week amid 
rising oil prices, which are seen to contribute to the widening of 
the current account deficit. Foreign portfolio investments in June 
also showed an outflow of USD 210.52 mn. The PHP/USD 
closed at 53.340 (-0.11% WoW). 

 The euro appreciated against the US dollar as European Union 
leaders were able to strike an agreement on migration, a key 
development that will decrease political risk in the region. The 
USD/EUR ended at 1.1684 (+0.28% WoW). 

 The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) rose on the back of 
bargain hunting and a quarter-end net foreign buying. Continued 
pressure on the currency and significant foreign outflows weigh on 
investor sentiment. Foreign selling for the week amounted to 
$7.73Mn. The PSEi gained 1.85% WoW to close 7,193.68. 

 Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company (PSE ticker: 
TEL) was the top gainer for the week (+13.86% WoW) on the back 
of more attractive valuations and stringent regulations for the 
potential third player in the local telecommunications industry. 
Meanwhile, Megaworld Corporation (PSE ticker: MEG) was the top 
loser for the week (-3.82% WoW). The initial public offering of D.M. 
Wenceslao & Associates, Inc. (PSE ticker: DMW) may have drawn 
liquidity from other property names. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 DMCI Holdings Inc. (PSE ticker: DMC) announced that it was 
looking to partner with Japanese companies for the 
USD2.88-bn North-South Commuters Rail (NSCR) project to 
be bid out by the Philippine government. The NSCR is a 
37.9-km line from Malolos, Bulacan to Tutuban, Manila. 

 GT Capital (PSE Ticker: GTCAP) bought USD200-million 
worth of Toyota shares on the open market, which it plans to 
fund through debt in the Japanese market. The purchase 
accounts for 0.1% of Toyota's USD218-billion market share.  
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 Local fixed income yields were lower as the curve flattened. (2YR was 
down 24.97 bps while the 10YR was down 48.37 bps). The rejection of the 
5-year reissuance and the favorable movement in overseas fixed income 
markets improved local market sentiment. Consequently, average yield fell 
6.49 bps. The 10-year closed at 6.4217%. 

 Key events that happened during the week: 

 Department of Agriculture secretary Emmanuel Pinol will sign a 
department order today to create an SRP list for eight agricultural products 
including rice, garlic, and fish. This is in response to complaints from 
consumers that prices are rising.  

 The Bureau of Treasury (BTr) decided not to accept any bond offers last 
Tuesday as investors clamored for higher yields. The P10 billion 5-year 
reissue was met by bids worth P14.91 billion, but fully awarded papers 

would have brought yields to 5.98%, 38.8 basis points higher than seen at 
the last auction.  


